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personality, too), and they will tell you stories of early
days forty years ago when they were Company Superin-
tendents, clad in frock-coats, top-hats and large watch-
chains with fobs. Not a soul is elected to that Board of
Directors unless he has graduated from the lowest
rung of the Pearl's ladder.
Such men when they travel abroad stabilise the
foreigner's impression of English business solidity: the
cosmopolitan, professional loafer gives the reverse effect.
I am wondering when will appear the reminiscences of
Mr. Cecil Hayes, who takes his wife's dog for a walk in
the gardens while she is at the baths, and whose
spectacular career at the bar was established in the case of
Mrs. Bamberger. He says he is busy writing them and
that they are to be called The Whole Truth. I know that
there is a grand story of Mr. Leslie Hore-Belisha's big win
at roulette, a plucky, well-deserved coup on the part of
our War Minister. "The Professor," as Mr. Hayes is
called, practically gave up the Bar to be extra legal
adviser to the Duke of Westminster. He is a cheery
conversationalist; so, too, is Major Jack Paget, who
has a lovely wife, lovely daughters and lovely nieces,
known always as the Paget twins.
And Uncle Jack, as they all call him (and their pretty
girl friends, too), can be seen each evening here returning
from the the dansant at the big tea-shop in the town,
always accompanied by a new Fraulein, to whom he
introduces us all in the Stephanie Bar. Unde Jack can
speak no German, neither are Sir George Tilley and I
too proficient in the language, so conversation flags
occasionally. However, the gallant Major, after screwing
his eyeglass firmly in for a better inspection, will at once
start to read her hand, which livens things up

